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Is this answer helpful?

The "Perfect Symbol", is how I named the following geometric 
configuration. The symbol shows the figures of a circle, a triangle 
and a square, grouped in what appears to be, perfect harmony 
and arrangement. It shows a pattern of beauty and elegance, 
ideal for the design and proportioning of figures and images.
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The_Perfect_Symbol - Samuel Laboy
samuellaboy.com/New_Folder/Special_Topics/The_ Perfect_Symbol.htm
Since the Perfect Symbol shows the figure of a circle, a triangle and a square, it also
seems to fit the Great Pyramid design, where the circle is the base of the design, the
triangle, the Great Pyramid's cross-sectional view, and â€¦
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https://compusavvy.wordpress.com/2009/06/20/inserting-symbols...
Jun 20, 2009 · Then, either (1) use the method described above to insert a section sign or
paragraph symbol or (2) press Ctrl W to open the Symbols dialog, locate the symbol you
want, and click the Insert and Close button.
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bing.com/images

See more images of perfect symbol

Inserting characters and symbols | WordPerfect Office
wordperfect.helpmax.net/.../inserting-characters-and-symbols
If you want to use other symbols as part of the overstrike symbol, press Ctrl + W, and
insert a symbol. 4. Choose attributes for the symbol â€¦

How to Create the Section Symbol (§) in Documents ...
https://www.ohnb.uscourts.gov/content/how-create-section-symbol...
These rules also govern special symbols used within documents. Creating the "Section"
Symbol (§) in WordPerfect Documents. To create the "section" symbol (§) ...

Perfect Symbols, Interior Design & Feng Shui - Home |
Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Perfect-Symbols-Interior-Design...
Perfect Symbols, Interior Design & Feng Shui updated their cover photo. · April 24, 2013 ·
Perfect Symbols, Interior Design & Feng Shui updated their cover photo.

A Perfect World - Symbols
www.aperfectworld.org/symbols.htm
Free symbols for non-commercial use. February 05, 2007. Academic. Animals. Borders
and Frames. Buildings. Business

Symbols - PWpedia - Perfect World
pwi-wiki.perfectworld.com/index.php/Symbols
Listed on this page are many of the characters and symbols that may be used in Perfect
World International. NOTE: Some characters appear to be repeats. However, there are
many different types of each character.

Symbol for Perfection or Forever? | Yahoo Answers
https://answers.yahoo.com/question/index?qid=20091012173236AATtaG0
Oct 12, 2009 · Best Answer: A perfect circle is both perfect and a classic symbol for
forever. One of the symbolisms behind using a wedding ring as opposed to a wedding â€¦

WordPerfect Tips - micro Counsel
www.microcounsel.com/WPTIPS.HTM
In WordPerfect for Windows 6.0 and later, you may use View, Show ¶ to temporarily
display the symbols in just the current document. To set symbols to display permanently,
in WordPerfect 8.0, use Tools, Settings (in versions 7.0 and 6.x use Edit, Preferences),
then select Display, and click the Symbols tab (in 6.x click Show ¶).

Perfection - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Perfection
He believed that approximation to the idea of perfection makes people perfect. Soon
after, the Stoics introduced the concept of perfection into ethics expressly, ...

Term and concept · Paradoxes · Perfect numbers · Physics and chemistry · Ethics

STAMP PERFECT SS SYMBOL HAND STAMPS
www.steelstamps.com/stamp-perfect-ss-symbol-hand-stamps.html
Enhance your jewelry marking horizon with these symbol/design stamps. New symbols
are being added every week. Sized to fit the STAMP PERFECT SS MACHINES. Stamp
body is 1/4&quot; square x 2-1/2&quot; overall length.
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